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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 2/22/2018
Vizient Inc. selects the Forerunner Group, LLC., DBA, RXTransparent as a Preferred Vendor for
DSCSA Compliance
Vizient Inc., the largest member-driven health care performance improvement company in the United
States, announced that RXTransparent has been awarded a preferred vendor contract for FDA Drug
Supply Chain Security Act 2013 (DSCSA) Compliance Solutions. This latest agreement further solidifies
RXTransparent, as an industry leader in DSCSA Compliance and in the supply chain solutions field.
RXTransparent Compliance platform is the first and only end to end DSCSA compliance solution
available, providing transparency and traceability throughout the entire supply chain from manufacturer
to loading dock to individual dose. The technologically advanced cloud-based platform utilizes
blockchain technology, is mobile-first in design, and easy to use, providing anytime, anywhere access on
any internet ready device. RXTransparent Compliance enables seamless tracking across real-world
healthcare settings and scenarios.
With the addition of RXTransparent as a preferred partner, Vizient members, which represent over a $100
Billion in healthcare spend and includes academic medical centers, pediatric facilities, community
hospitals, integrated health diversity networks and non-acute health care providers, will have a cuttingedge solution that is secure, making it easy for its members to become DSCSA Compliant.
Dwight deVera, RXTransparent’s Chief Executive Officer, said: “We are pleased to become a preferred
partner with Vizient, and are excited to bring Vizient members traceability beyond the loading dock, a
vital part of the drug supply chain. RXTransparent Compliance and Analytical solutions create actionable
analyses to address critical pharmaceutical business challenges to ensure long-term success. We look
forward to working with the Vizient members.”
About RXTransparent
The King of Prussia, Pennsylvania based, RXTransparent is a blockchain enabled platform that allows
healthcare providers to put the finger on the pulse of their drug supply chain through Supply Chain
Security, Supply Chain Analytics, and product and inventory transparency. RXTransparent is committed
to lowering the cost of healthcare delivery through better transparency of pharmaceutical drug supply.
This mobile app platform consistently gathers praise as the easiest to use compliance platform in the
market. RXTransparent builds on the foundation of the compliance platform to deliver supply chain
insights through its Analytics and Virtual Perpetual Inventory (VPI) modules which are focused on
finding ways for healthcare organizations to become more efficient while upholding or improving the
standard of patient care. More information about the RXTransparent Compliance Solution,
RXTransparent Analytics and VPI can be found at http://rxtransparent.com.
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